Projekt DEAL, established by the Alliance of German Science Organizations, seeks to increase the reach and impact of German scholarship by securing the opportunity for authors to publish their scholarly articles open access in the journals most relevant to their research, while reducing and rationalizing the overall cost of scholarly communication. As both a major subscriber to scholarly content and producer of scholarship, DEAL is leveraging the collective position of hundreds of German universities and research institutions, to negotiate central agreements with the academic publishers with whom German authors most frequently publish — Elsevier, Springer Nature and Wiley — to deliver authors the benefits of an open scholarly communication system under which authors retain their copyrights (CC-BY license) and former subscription expenditures are repurposed for the coverage of publishing fees. These transformative agreements are part of the global movement to break down barriers to research and transition scholarly journals to open access.

In 2019, DEAL concluded transformative agreements with Wiley (starting January 2019) and Springer Nature (starting January 2020), so that your articles accepted for publication in Springer Nature and Wiley journals can now be published immediately Open Access, making your research more available.

When you submit to a Wiley or Springer Nature journal, please keep in mind the following:

- All articles by corresponding authors affiliated with an eligible institution (ca. 800 German research institutions) are covered by the agreement.
- Open Access under Projekt DEAL applies to defined article types. (See the table of Current agreements for details.)
- The institution you state will verify your eligibility based on your affiliation as corresponding author. For cost allocation purposes, this affiliation should be indicated consistently throughout the process. Please ensure that this affiliation will be stated in the published article.
- Please note that charges for additional options (color-in-print, posters etc.) are not covered by the DEAL agreements.
- The German Alliance of Science Organizations recommends the use of the CC-BY license for scholarly content by default. Some few journals covered by the DEAL agreements may not yet offer CC-BY. If you are asked to choose among different variations, please do always select CC-BY if possible.

Benefits for authors

- The DEAL agreements bring open access to your publications and massively extent access to the major publishers’ journal portfolios.
- Transformative agreements ensure that no more extra payments are required for publishing your article Open Access in an otherwise closed access journal. Instead, former subscription expenditures are repurposed for the coverage of publishing fees.
- Authors retain copyright (CC-BY license).
- Funder compliance (Plan S) is fulfilled.

OA publishing by default and full reading access
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What about the costs?

Transitioning scholarly journals from closed to open access is a huge task and the DEAL agreements constitute a giant step forward in this global movement to render scholarly communication more impactful and sustainable.

Nevertheless, reorganizing institutional budgets around open access publishing takes time and, while former subscription fees will be used fully toward the relative PAR fees (Publish-And-Read fee) for publishing in subscription journals, not every institution may yet be in a position to fully cover the costs of publishing in fully (gold) Open Access journals, even with the agreed 20% discount on list APCs.

In any case, fees for open access publishing in fully (gold) Open Access journals will be managed via the central DEAL agreement in the first instance, which means that the publisher will not invoice you directly for APCs. It is nevertheless possible that your institution will later pass some or all of these costs on to authors or faculties. If you are unsure of how costs are being managed at your institution, please contact your library or institute administration.

Contact

If you want to learn more about Projekt DEAL, please visit: projekt-deal.de/faq-for-authors

More information and support is offered by your local library.

If you have any further questions, please contact support@mpdl-services.de.